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NEW PRESIDENT AND CREATIVE HEAD BRINGS FRESH APPROACH TO LEATHER
Nicole Bailey joins Olivia + Quinn as President and brings a fresh leather perspective with her. With an
extensive background in the industry, she is positioned to move the company forward with creative
product offerings and a strong sales and marketing team to grow this North Carolina-based brand.
Having spent time in both the residential and contract sides of the industry, she’s well versed in the
demands of retailers, interior designers and commercial design. “I’m thrilled to join Olivia + Quinn. We
have many new projects in the works, one being our new Spring collection. This collection was
developed through a study of our current product line – what is working, what needs adjusting and what
might be missing. We have a measured focus in creating timeless classics along with unique, more
sculptural, architectural pieces. In this industry, we know the mix is critical to being a go-to line. That’s
what we’re creating – a go-to line of leather upholstery known for style and quality.”
As excited as she is about the furniture itself, she’s equally excited about the focus on leather: “Having
grown up and worked around some of the best high-end leather, it’s a goal to grow and refresh the
interest and awareness in leather’s ability to elevate a room while providing the function we all so
deeply desire when creating our spaces. Leather’s ability to be luxurious without being fragile is
something unlike many other luxury materials. It gets better with time and use. It becomes more
beautiful as it ages.”
A graduate of the University of Tennessee with a BS in Journalism and an MBA from the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Bailey lives in Hickory, NC with her husband Liam, son, Thomas and
daughter, Gracie.
Olivia + Quinn releases its fresh new collection in IHFC’s Interhall, Space IH308, on April 1st. Bailey and
team will be there to share more about the new collection and the inspiration behind it.

About Olivia + Quinn
OLIVIA + QUINN is a boutique leather upholstery line committed to fine quality and timeless design.
Our goal is to provide a range of stylistic pieces that suit the unique aesthetics and functions of homes
today. For more information and to peruse the line, visit www.oliviaandquinn.com.

